BEST PRACTICES FOR CALM ACT IMPLIMENTATION
and GREAT SOUNDING AUDIO
(This takes more effort than just putting auto level correction in your transmission path)

Key points of the CALM Act:

If requested by the FCC, a station must be able to “provide records showing the consistent and ongoing use of this equipment in the regular course
of business and demonstrating that the equipment has undergone commercially reasonable periodic maintenance and testing to ensure its continued
proper operation”
The FCC will contact a station about possible loudness violations only after
it has recognized a pattern of complaints.
Stations/MVPDs have two choices for demonstrating compliance:
• Actual Compliance - Stations/MVPDs may choose to demonstrate
actual compliance with the RP in response to an FCC inquiry (that is, show
that the specific commercial that is the subject of the complaints actually
complies with the RP).
• Ongoing Compliance - A station/MVPD must, within 30 days, perform
a 24-hour spot check of the programming being transmitted on the channel
or program stream at issue, to verify ongoing compliance. This requirement
applies to all stations and MVPDs, regardless of size, and applies to certified
and noncertified programming.
“Safe Harbor” applies to commercials embedded in programing such as
spots placed in programing by the network. In case of an inquiry by the FCC,
a station may only claim safe harbor if they have a certificate from the
content provider stating that commercials embedded in their programming
are CALM compliant.
Short form content (content 2 to 3 minutes in length) loudness is to be
measured over the duration of the content.
If a broadcast facility transmits a down-mix of its surround sound program
audio the down-mix needs to be monitored for CALM compliance.
Content where the dialogue level is not known (no metadata) the target
level will be set to -24 dbLKFS.

How to normalize audio levels throughout the plant to meet CALM Act requirements:
Choose a target dialnorm setting. -24 is suggested as this is what is referenced in A/85.
• Check the dialnorm setting in the Dolby encoder or ATSC encoder
that is creating the AC3 audio. Make sure to check this for all minor channel
encoders.
• When using a CALM compliant audio processor a downstream Dolby
AC3 encoder should be set to the “film light” mode to reduce the amount of
additional procesing.
• Using an LKFS audio meter check and adjust audio levels of all
sources in the plant. This usually means loudness meters in edit suites,
control rooms and ingest stations. It is important that the staff be instructed
on how to properly measure loudness.
Measure and correct audio levels as they are being ingested into the transmission servers and use audio level correction when transcoding compressed
video files.
Have a program stream (off-air) logging system that not only measures
loudness but can also segment the measurements by content.
CALM Final Rules 73.682 (e)(2)(ii)
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